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"Get stuck into tramping with PNTMC"
Michelle explores hollow rimu tree on Blue Range Hut track.

Club Nights
Club nights are held on the second and last Thursday of the month at the Society of Friends Hall, 227 College
Street, Palmerston North. Doors open 7.15 pm for a cuppa before start at 7.30pm. All welcome.

12 March

Bike touring across Europe

Kathy Corner

Last April and May Kathy and Jon cycled from Nantes in France on the Atlantic coast to Budapest on
the Eurovelo 6 route. Come and hear about their adventures.

26 March

AGM

Come along to hear what your committee has done in the past year After the AGM which should be
brief, we will announce the award winners for the Club Challenge. This will be followed by supper.
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Upcoming Trips
1 March
Ridge Road /Oroua Farm Walk E/M
Dave Grant
328 7788
Walk from Ridge Road, Pohangina, over hill
country farmland with magnificent views up
the Oroua valley to Ruapehu and the Ruahines.
Drop down to the picturesque Oroua river for
lunch and then head upstream and follow a
side gully back through reverting bush to the
start. Not a long day, say 4 hours on the trot,
and not too difficult but a bit of scrambling
here and there.
You will need to organise your own transport.
Dave’s suggestion is to carpool from Milverton
Park, leaving at 8.00am, home by 4pm. Contact
Dave if you are interested and he will give
travel directions.
Dave is repeating his Oroua farm walk on 8
March as part of the Manawatu Walking
Festival. He would really like to have a couple
of PNTMC members as guides to help him with
this. Get in touch with Dave if you can help.
7 March
Mana Island
E
Janet Wilson
329 4722
We will join in a “Friends of Mana Island” day
trip to this predator free island located off the
coast of Porirua. I have 15 places reserved on
the boat and it is first in for these – so let me
know early if you are keen as I need to confirm
numbers well before the trip. The cost for the
boat is $60pp. There is plenty of information
online about the island and its history. Should
be a good day out. Prepayment needed.
Departing PN 7am. You may like to follow on
with the Sunday day trip – for those wanting to
do this, I am planning on staying Saturday night
somewhere like the Paekakariki motor camp.
8 March
Kapiti Coast Explorer
E/M
Janet Wilson
329 4722
This is a trip with a difference. The 2020
Wellington Arts Festival includes an interactive
event called the “Urban Huts Club”. Five mini
huts have been created out of recycled
materials and are positioned between
Paekakariki and Otaki. We will get the map and
use clues and our navigation skills to go and
find these little huts. Should be a fun day out
and, if there is time, we will include a beach
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walk somewhere along the coast - perhaps a
visit to Waikawa Beach on the way home. I
will already be down the coast but happy to
coordinate transport for anyone who wants to
just do the Sunday trip. This will depart PN at
7am. Learn more about this by going
to https://www.festival.nz/events/all/urbanhut-club/
14-15 March
Bannister Circuit
FE
Grant Christian
021 117 6921
Leave Friday evening and walk into Herepai
Hut from Putara Road end. On the Saturday we
head along the Dundas range to Arete Hut and
stay in or near the hut. Sunday we will
negotiate the Bannister crossing and come out
via Cattle Ridge Hut and Roaring Stag Lodge. If
you can take Friday off, we could go to Cattle
Ridge Hut on Friday and make the next two
days a bit less daunting.
15 March
Pohangina Gorge
E/M
Warren Wheeler
356 1998
Another classic summer river trip for budding
adventure seekers. Expect to swim at least one
pool below a short section of scenic gorge
where the Pohangina River leaves the ranges.
We first walk into Centre Creek and then rock
hop down to the gorge and beyond, looking for
more pools to swim or wade. Depart
Milverton Park at 7.45am.
21-22 March
Tutuwai Hut
M
Ernie Cook
027 303 1363
Journey to the middle of New Zealand. A round
trip from Waiohine Gorge Road end. Option to
climb Omega. Depart Milverton Park at
7.30am. Please contact Ernie by Wednesday
evening.
21 or 22 March (BWD)
Maharahara
M/F
Grant Christian
021 117 6921
Meet at Milverton Park at 8 a.m. Drive to the
end of Kumeti Road. Short walk up stream and
then climb a steep track to the ridge. From
here it is a gentle climb on a good track to
Mataginui before a dip that leads on to
Maharahara. We’ll return the same way.
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29 March
Whio Awareness Month Oroua Walk E
Janet Wilson
329 4722
Combining tramping with conservation, this
easy tramp will take you down to the Oroua
River which is home to a small number of the
endangered Whio or Whistling Blue Duck. If
conditions allow we will complete the “Lower
River Loop” – an easy introduction to river
tramping and the lower Oroua area. Start time
TBC. Contact Janet for more details.
Trip Grading
Trip grades depend on many factors, especially
weather and terrain. A reasonably proficient
tramper should expect to do the trips in the
following times:
Easy (E):
3-4 hrs
Medium (M):
5-6 hrs
Fit (F):
about 8 hrs
Fitness Essential (FE):
over 8 hrs
Other grades:
Family (Fam)
Technical skills (T)
Instructional (I)
BWD = Best weather day of a weekend

Trip participants
Contact the leader at least 3 days in advance. Trips
usually leave from Milverton Park. A charge for
transport will be collected on the day.

Gear for trips
Minimum gear for day trips is appropriate
footwear, pack, lunch and snacks, waterproof
jacket, over-trousers, gloves, warm hat, torch, toilet
paper, matches or a lighter, sunblock, first aid kit,
and a survival bag or space blanket. Each person
needs to be equipped to survive overnight.

Overdue Trips
If a club trip is late returning, please do not worry
unduly as there is probably a good reason for the
delay. If you are in any doubt, please phone one of
the Overdue Trip Contacts:
Anne & Martin Lawrence
357 1695
Graeme Richards
353 6227

Notices
PLBs Available to Club Members
The club has two personal locator beacons
(PLBs) for members' use. If you want to take
one of these on a trip, contact Martin or Anne
Lawrence on 357 1695. There is no cost to use
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these. This applies to any trip you are going on
- it doesn't need to be a club trip.

Congratulations to Hannah Lund!
Awesome to see Hannah Lund placed third in
the Two Day (Individual Women) Coast to
Coast. She was just 5 minutes behind the
leader....what a race that must have been !!!

PNTMC Challenge 2019-2020
Huts and High Places Challenge
Update February 2020
The challenge is coming to an end – all points
must be entered before 12 noon on Monday
23 March. Awards will be announced at the
AGM on 26 March.
Details of the rules and how to earn points are
in the June newsletter (see our website). Below
is the summary as at 21st February. You can
update your points by entering trip details,
places visited etc in the online spreadsheet.
Contact Martin if you have problems with this.
Member
Chris T
Janet
Warren
Bruce
Grant
Elly
Michelle
Ernie
Penny
Graham
Anne
Martin
Mary
Hannah
Woody
Ash
Vicki
Richard
Annett
Jo
Lawrence

Huts Highs Bonus TOTAL
68.5
53
25
146.5
79.5
32
30
141.5
79
31.5
30
140.5
73.5
35.5
20
129
44.5
46
25
115.5
50.5
37.5
15
103
42
20
20
82
40
15
25
80
37.5
13.5
20
71
30.5
16
15
61.5
30
19.5
10
59.5
29.5
19.5
10
59
14.5
9
5
28.5
10
14
0
24
13.5
1
5
19.5
5
12
0
17
5.5
4
0
9.5
5
3.5
0
8.5
1.5
1.5
0
3
3
0
0
3
3
0
0
3

Trip Reports.
Iron Gates Gorge
2 February
Report: Brendon Corner
On the second of February, me (Brendon
Corner), my Mum (Kathy Corner) and Warren
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Wheeler set off to walk the Iron Gates Gorge,
instead of the programmed Ohau Gorge,
where the weather wasn’t looking good.
Having decided to take Warren’s car, we
departed from Milverton Park and arrived at
the Pedersons Road carpark to be greeted with
sunshine and clear skies. We started walking
down the track towards Iron Gates Hut and
half an hour later at Heritage Lodge we had a
brief scroggin break. Warren checked the stoat
traps as we continued on, netting two rats and
a stoat for his efforts. It was pleasant walking
in the cool of the bush.
Once the track descended to the Oroua River
we left the track and started following the river
downstream. This travel was easy-going due to
the river being relatively low and a pleasant
temperature. We decided to break for lunch
beside the river and all had a quick swim to
cool off, leaving us feeling refreshed.
We continued downriver until we reached the
gorge. After a brief reconnaissance the three of
us decided that we would go through. We pack
floated through the gorge smoothly.

Once through the gorge we needed to climb up
the steep bank of the gorge using the
suggestions of deer tracks to help us pick
through the bush. Once at the top we still had
some bush bashing to do which resulted in a
few scratches (Mum got a bit bloody courtesy
of some bush lawyer). It was quite a relief once
we emerged from the bush onto the farmland.
We had one final rest before walking the last
section across the farmland and back to the
carpark.
On the drive home we decided to stop by the
Apiti Tavern for a well-earned beer. Overall, it
was a very nice day spent in the bush facilitated
by pleasant company and favourable
conditions.

Cattle Ridge
8-9 February
Report: Rachel Price
Pics: Rachel Price
Lawrence

&

Martin

It was Friday night, I was making my final
preparations for the weekend tramp to Cattle
Ridge Hut. Picking up one of my boots I was
surprised and disappointed to notice the sole
had nearly come completely unstuck from the
boot. I thought I was going to have to cancel
but was hopeful when I found my mum’s old
leather boots covered in spider webs, having
been placed outside to burn. These were heavy
and stiff on my feet. But I was determined not
to be left behind.
Saturday morning arriving at Martin and
Anne's house I told them the story about my
boots. Anne graciously offered to lend me a
spare pair of her tramping boots complete with
brand new winter socks. These were luxurious
and felt so light on my feet compared to the old
leather boots.
Roy arrived and we drove to the start of Cattle
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Ridge tramp at Putara road end. Our journey
began with wind and overcast skies that were
threatening to rain. I had read this trip was a
beautiful track and the steepest ascent in the
Tararua's. This was intimidating as I hadn’t
carried a heavy pack for quite some time.
The track began through the forest
meandering alongside the Mangatainoka
River. The sound of the wind in the trees and
the rush of the river was therapeutic as we
walked along. After about an hour the track
steepened, tree roots were thick and large,
spilling over the track. The bush was luscious
and green. As the track steepened my
breathing intensified and my lungs and legs
were tested. Then the track crested a ridge and
there was a sign pointing north to Herepai hut
and south to Roaring Stag hut. The trail
continued
along
the
ridge-top
for
approximately one kilometre giving our legs a
rest from the climb.
In just under three hours we reached Roaring
Stag Hut. This is a new spacious hut situated
next to the Mangatainoka river, a peaceful
beautiful spot. We opened the door of the hut
and an enthusiastic dog barked at us but after
realizing we weren't a threat eagerly ran
between us looking for attention. She
belonged to a young guy who was fishing and
hunting in the area. We enjoyed our lunch on
the hut deck soaking up the sun and view of the
river. We gazed up at Cattle Ridge which was
directly across from us. It looked very steep
and ominous.

After a good lunch, we crossed a high swing
bridge to start our steep ascent up the ridge. It
was a steady climb through the bush
clambering over the roots.
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This was a climb of two km starting at 450
meters at river level up to Cattle Ridge hut at
1150 meters. About halfway the trees changed
into low scrub and leather wood. As we
climbed higher, we could see Roaring Stag hut
by the river. We continued our climb putting
on an extra layer to deal with the cold wind.

As we got higher, we had to navigate a path
through the tussock grass and leatherwood
and avoid the occasional holes obscured by the
vegetation. There was a strong cold blast as we
came over the top of a ridge and discovered a
little tarn. Then the hut appeared sooner than
we were expecting. The hut is nestled in a
beautiful tussock and leatherwood basin on
the north end of Cattle Ridge. There was an
interesting dracophyllum tree growing by the
hut.
Cattle Ridge hut is a basic five-bed hut which
has recently been renovated and had a
fireplace added. DOC had decided this hut was
unsafe and were planning to remove it.
However, there was a large public outcry and
campaign led by Tony Macklin of the NZ
Deerstalkers Association (NZDA), which was
successful and resulted in DOC and the NZDA
renovating the hut together.
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Later that afternoon a couple joined us, they
had come from Dundas hut and were tired
from their long journey. Martin just escaped
being drenched in water as the man knocked
over his pot of water above where Martin was
sitting. The couple decided to continue down
to Roaring Stag hut as there was only one spare
bed and sleeping on the wooden floor was not
appealing. That evening due to the low cloud,
showers and gusty winds we decided we would
wait till morning to climb to the top of Cattle
Ridge.
We woke up to a stunning sunny morning with
clear skies apart from cloud coming up from
the valley. After breakfast, it took us a short
climb of 15 minutes till we reached the top of
Cattle Ridge which was Mt Pukeroa at 1318
meters.

We climbed back down to Cattle Ridge hut
then started our journey back to Roaring Stag
Hut and the road end. The return trip was not
so demanding on the body but required a lot of
concentration to avoid slipping on roots.
Despite my best efforts, I managed to slip three
times each time luckily falling backwards and
landing on my pack. We had an enjoyable
return trip back to the road end and were even
graced with the song of several Shining
Cuckoos, which was a first for me. Getting back
to the car we were all in good spirits having
thoroughly enjoyed our trip and decided to
have ice cream in Eketahuna before returning
home.
Trip Participants: Anne and Martin Lawrence,
Rachel Price and Roy Rolston

Expedition to Totara Flats Hut
15-16 February
Report and pics: Brad Johnson

We had stunning panoramic views of the
Tararua Range opposite us. Mt Dundas at 1499
meters was directly opposite us and Dundas
Hut was visible high up on a spur. We could
also see Mt Bannister and in the Distance Mt
Arete at 1505 meters. Being on the tops was
awe-inspiring and looking at Tararua Range I
wanted to complete the Cattle Ridge and Mt
Dundas circuit. But, for now, we had to return
home.
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A lovely, warm, sunny summer day and we
were off in the trusty Lucida to do a tramp
along the Waiohine Gorge to Totara Flats hut.
Kathy had invited Dianne (my partner) and
myself and we were joined by her sons
Brendon and David (who was being dropped
off on a cycling adventure) along with Warren
a seasoned member of the club. We stopped
off in Carterton as some us required a bit of a
caffeine fix! The playfully named Wild Oats
Cafe was a great choice and brekkie with a pint
glass of coffee certainly hit the spot.
The hike starts with a vertigo inducing river
crossing along one of the highest swing bridges
I've been on and a fairly easy introduction to
the track. Now right from the get-go, I was
breaking a few of the usual hiking rules. My
backpack was far too heavy and would have
made Sherpa Tenzing's eyes water! As always,
half my gear would never see the light of day,
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but it made for a good work out and I was
prepared for any eventuality.
It wasn’t long before we reached one of several
enticing swim spots. Now as it turned out
clothes were optional at this point, but I
decided with my British skin to not let the UV
get to my more delicate nether regions on this
occasion haha! Refreshed from that we pushed
on through some beautiful native bush with
occasional glimpses of the river below. Warren
gave us some insights into some of the flora
and fauna en route and a bit further on we did
a bit of a side trip across the river to Sayers Hut.
This was an interesting place with a lot of
character and a decor that can only be
described as rustic.
The hike is beautiful and also character
building in places. Scrambling around on all
fours and hauling yourself up with tree roots
and anything else that was available.
Eventually, the track opens up to a magical,
grassy plain with a Serengeti like vista without
the lions and giraffes and instead sweaty
trampers and toi toi. The hut eventually
appears through the undergrowth and it was a
good one. Large and able to accommodate
good numbers it sits just above the river. After
another swim in the river to freshen up it was
time for something to eat and drink.
Why is it that almost any food tastes amazing
when doing this sort of thing? My signature
dish of baked beans and tuna was very edible
and a cup of tea made with long life milk was
like nectar. My piece de resistance though was
the big tin of creamed rice pudding.
Previously, when we were back in civilization
Dianne had pulled a face when I'd mentioned
this but amazingly had overcome her doubts
instantly and was straight into it with the
biggest spoon she could find! I was also aware
of several members of the group gathering
round too and I know how Frodo felt in Lord of
The Rings and the tin of Aunt Betty's proved
more popular than any gold ring! Now under
candlelight there was time to be given a good
thrashing at scrabble before retiring for the
evening to our bunks. One would think being
close to the native bush the night would be
filled with the sounds of a distant morepork,
roosting kereru or waking Kiwi but instead we
were treated to a full orchestra of snoring
trampers.
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The trip back the following morning was in
pleasantly cooler conditions and we were
joined by several eels at our favoured swim
spot, which was really good to see. We got
back weary but pleased to have been on a
great hike through unspoilt NZ countryside and
thanks to everyone for their enjoyable
company.

What we did over summer
Although there were no scheduled PNTMC
trips on the trip card over January, the hills
were alive with club members! The selection of
summer trip reports below show that although
the weather may not have been kind all the
time, club members made the best of it.

Pohangina New Year Trip
Joint Report by Participants
Part A: by Warren Wheeler
No club trip was included in our Programme
over New Year, but something had to be done.
It seemed a nice idea to explore the full length
of the Pohangina River, at an easy pace over 5
days, stopping off at each of the four huts
along the way. At this pace we would have
plenty of time, so we could make ourselves
useful by nailing up pink triangles at some 115
stoat traps between Top Gorge and Mid Poh.
In the end there were five of us keen to go,
which meant we only needed one car at each
end, a shuffle helped by leaving a third car in
Ashhurst. We took two flies in case the huts
were full, but only needed to use them at Top
Gorge, where we had drizzle in the early
morning. At the other three huts we had the
place to ourselves.
The weather was mostly fine, so we enjoyed
swimming, spotting whio and some hut
maintenance, including clearing thistles at Mid
Poh. On the last day we decided to walk out
via the sidle track rather than down the river
(unfinished business there, now) and were
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rewarded with the sight of a long-tailed cuckoo
being dive bombed by 6 swallows. A car shuffle
at the end completed the trip.
We were Ernie Cook, Roy Rolston, Kirsten Olsen
and Stephen Legg, Warren Wheeler (leader).

Part B: Lyrics by Ernie Cook
Sunday 29/12/19
"Beautiful Sunday" - Daniel Boone
"Sunday morning, up with the lark
I think I'll take a walk in the PARK
Hey hey hey, its a beautiful day..."

A bit breezy at the Longview ridge turnoff.

Monday 30/12/19
"Monday Monday" - Mamas and Papas
"Monday Monday, so good to me
Monday morning; it was all I hoped it would
be.."
Tuesday 31/12/19
"Tuesdays Gone" - Lynyrd Skynrd
Last day of 2019
"Tuesdays GONE with the wind.."
Wednesday 1/1/20
"Any Wednesday"-The Royal Guardsmen
"Wednesday
Such a groovy Wednesday
Never rains on Wednesday
or any day..."
Thursday 2/1/20
"Outlook for Thursday"- Dave Dobbyn
"Yes indeed the outlook for Thursday
Your guess as good as mine
we'll be together, yeah
Together by design, sunshine...
Sunshine....sunshine......"

Easy going in upper Pohangina.
Our first night stop was at the 4 bunk hut of
Top Gorge, where we found two others already
there. A hunter also joined us from the side
ridge called the Old Hunters Track so four of us
had to sleep outside under our flies. Some rain
was forecast but luckily it didn’t rain too much
overnight and we remained dry and it cleared
off by late morning at which point we
continued on.

Part C: Ruahine Crossing and Pohangina
River Amble with a Twist
Report by Roy Rolston
Pics by Warren Wheeler
The itinerary was one of an amble down the
entire length of the Pohangina River starting
from its very beginning just behind Longview
Hut. Our task for the trip was to locate and
mark with pink triangles all the A24 automatic
stoat and rat traps that have been installed
along most of the river at approximately 100
metre intervals not long ago. The mission
turned into a bit more than an amble, but the
result was rewarding as well.
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Two flies in front of Top Gorge Hut.
It wasn’t long before we came upon our first
impassable gorge, but it only needed one short
pack float and a couple of deep wades, not the
three pack floats we were expecting.
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Some deep wades in the gorge.
Just before Leon Kinvig Hut and at one point
when I was leading, I walked into a pair a blue
ducks, they were squealing but not overly
alarmed as they swam on down the river but
interestedly where I saw the ducks I also saw a
stoat scampering along the side of river, just
below a trap that I was looking for up the bank.
What a coincidence. What was the stoat up
too? Was it interested in the ducks or was it
sniffing out the lure of the trap or just
happened to be there before I came along
disturbing the whole thing.
Between Leon Kinvig and Ngamoko huts there
is a short section with a sidle track, but we
decided to pack float through the deep pool.
We all had good pack liners so were confident
our stuff would survive not getting wet.
Warren lead the way and Ernie followed but
not a confident swimmer, he got it all in a
tangle and tipped over on his side and
struggled to stay above water. Warren helped
pull him out but by then he had spent some
time flanging about and he wasn’t in good
shape. He eventually came right after drying
out in sunshine on the river bank and after a
hot drink. The water was pretty cold alright, a
huge shock to my poor body for sure, but the
remaining three of us made it through ok.

Quite a lot of deer sign was noticed all along
the way and another large open face was a
feature opposite Ngamoko Hut. Checking the
river on dusk for any whio ducks we spotted a
deer high up on the face and saw it wander off
when it sensed our presence. We did a bit of
star gazing as it got darker and Stephen the
retired scientist of our group was instrumental
in pointing out the probable stars and planets
that came to light as night set in. Very
Interesting!

New Years Day – woo hoo!!
We woke to a beautiful clear calm morning the
next day and after packing up, it was a shorter
mission downstream to a very small 4 bunk but
very tidy Mid Pohangina Hut for our last night.
While Warren and I finished off marking the
last of the traps a short distance downstream
from the hut we ran into the well-known
resident pair of whio ducks. I think they are
well used to humans as they weren’t too
concerned and stayed swimming in their river
pool.

Crossing at the old bridge site.

A short cold pack float instead of the deviation
track
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Later Stephen and Kirsten, the avid birders of
our group, went down to find them but they
must have moved elsewhere. On dusk we had
another look about 100 metres upstream from
the hut, but what we saw on the opposite bank
was another stoat! It was shooting around
amongst some large rocks and washed up logs.
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At first it looked like there were several, but
after a while we considered there was only
one. However, the way it was scooting around
very fast, it seemed like it was playing. Maybe
it had a den there. It’s been a very long time
since I have seen a stoat in the wild and now, I
had seen two in as many days.

In general we observed more birds when we
were on the track above the river between NH
and RE than we did whilst walking in the river
(between TGH and NH). Overall we were rather
surprised to have observed less birds than we
expected.

From Mid Pohangina we opted to take the sidle
track instead of following down river. The final
slog up to Warren’s car, left there at the start
of our trip, had us eager to stop off at Piripiri
campsite and the river for a swim. The river
was much warmer here but still very refreshing
and was great to clean and cool off a bit before
returning to Ashhurst and home via Ernies car
to Palmy before himself heading home to
Pahiatua where he lives.
In review, tramping down the Pohangina River
when the river is low, as we found it, and in
good weather, was a moderate exercise but in
adverse conditions it would become
significantly more challenging and darn-right
dangerous. Access via Longview is tricky as the
upper reaches has some waterfalls to climb
around. The sidle track in from Piripiri on the
other hand climbs and descends numerous
times in and out of the gullies well above the
river in places, so it’s not a walk in the park. I
came away understanding why not many
venture into this remote water catchment.

Part D: Birds Along Pohangina River
Report by Kirsten Olsen
Bird lists were recorded and entered via eBird
to the national bird survey Atlas
(www.ebird.org/atlas/nz) for 15 locations
along the Pohangina River from Top Gorge Hut
(TGH) to Mid Pohangina Hut (MPH) and 4
locations on the track from MPH to the Road
End (RE). The highlights were: two Falcons
(one between TGH and Leon Kinvig Hut (LKH)
and one between Ngamoko Hut (NH) and
MPH); a pair of Blue Duck at LKH and another
pair at MPH; two Long Tailed Cuckoo
screeching across the river valley on the track
from MPH to RE. One of the latter was
observed being mobbed by seven Welcome
Swallows. The most commonly observed birds
over the five days were Chaffinch and Grey
Warbler. Other birds were Tomtit, Whitehead,
Shining Cuckoo and Kereru. We only observed
a single Fantail.
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Pair of Blue Duck at Leon Kinvig Hut

Part E: Weedening at Ngamoko and Mid
Pohangina Huts
Report by Stephen Legg
Derelict cutlery, swiss knives, random sticks,
rusty hatchets as well as bare hands were
wielded with passion to devastate the weedy
population of Ngamoko and Mid Pohangina
Huts. Mostly demolished were foxgloves,
whose gloves completely failed to fox their
murderous assailants. Thistles prickled at the
very thought of the long knives, then strew
themselves asunder. Few weeds survived. Only
the weeders lived to tell the tale.

Foxgloves before gloves were off.
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crossed the tricky parts at a very slow pace but
really embraced the famous ladder. It really is
a long ladder and makes it possible to
descend and ascend a cliff that would be
impossible to the average Joe Bloggs and darn
right dangerous to anyone else without rock
climbing gear.
Weeders weeding. Bums to the rear.

A brief summary of our Tararua
Crossing
Report: Roy Ralston
Our initial plans for my old dog tramping mate
and myself was a round trip from Otaki Forks
taking in Penn Creek Hut, Mangahuka Hut via
the Tararua peaks and the famous ladder and
returning back over the peaks along the main
range to Kime Hut for night three before
returning back to our vehicles at Otaki Forks.
However what actually happened became an
epic trip of a Tararua Crossing.
We firstly set out Monday morning PLB Pete
from Wellington and myself from PN meeting
at a coffee shop in Otaki. At Otaki it was pissing
down and it was difficult to make it to the
coffee shop without getting drenched. The
forecast was for it to clear but there was no
sign of that happening soon so Day 1 was
abandoned in favour of a afternoon at the
movies back in PN watching the film 1917.
Starting again Tuesday we ventured down to
Otaki and Otaki Forks for another start. This
time the weather was much better and said to
improve as the week progressed. Good news
as our first night at Penn Creek gave us another
day for the weather to come right and
hopefully have clear fine weather when we
climbed up on the main range and over the
Tararua Peaks on day 2. The long climb up from
Penn Creek was anticipated and on cue we
meet the main range in clear fine conditions
with just some breezy wind.
While Pete had crossed the Tararua Peaks
some 20 years ago it was my first time and
hearing a lot about them I was keen to check
them out and see for myself what they are
really like. Well they were steeper and trickier
to negotiate than I thought and had to admit
to a race of adrenaline in a few places but poor
old Pete wasn’t liking it at all. Fearing he would
bail on me he did struggle on and we gingerly
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Anyway, we got passed the worst of it and we
were not far from Mangahuka Hut when the
weather really turned nasty. Within minutes
the wind got up, the fog rolled in and the
temperature dropped by at least 10 degrees. It
really was a reminder of the Tararuas
reputation that the weather can change
extremely quickly and we were caught in the
middle of it. Luckily it was not raining though
and we reached the Hut within 20 mins.
Our night at Mangahuka hut presented some
immediate problems for completing our
planned trip. Firstly, Pete lost his mojo over the
peaks and refused to revisit them the next day
totally as planned. That left the option to head
north taking a longer round trip back along the
range descending down to Waitewaiwai Hut
and out to Otaki Forks taking in an extra night
along the way. This was do-able and agreed-on
as long as the weather was reasonable. As it
turned out the weather remained misty and
cold all night and the morning was no better.
Our last option was taken to bail out down to
Neill Forks Hut and head for Totara Flats for the
night. Our trip now turned into an epic crossing
of the Tararuas as our destination was now
Holdsworth road end.
Pete was able to get cell phone coverage with
Spark before leaving Mangahuka and we were
able to pre-arrange a pick-up time for another
tramping old dog mate to meet us at
Holdsworth. Interestedly I was not able to get
reception with 2 degrees. As soon as we got off
the tops and back into bush the weather
conditions improved greatly. From then on it
was pleasant temperature for tramping
considering it was mid-January.
After a very slow decent down a fairly steep
track in places. Unfortunately, Pete knees were
giving him some grief, we finally reached Neil
Forks early afternoon. A stop for a fuel-up of
food and good energy stuff had us settling
down at Totara Flats Hut early evening after a
very long day.
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Our next day we got going early to give us time
to make the 1pm pickup time. As it turned out
we were a minute late and our pick person was
5 minutes late. Good timing all in all and after
a few chin wags and a tasting of home brew
back in Masterton it was our train to
Wellington we had to catch.
Back in Welly staying the night it’s was another
friend of Pete’s heading north the next day that
we were able to hitch a ride with and dropped
us off at our cars left at Otaki Forks.
While we weren’t able to complete our
planned route we did cross the Tararua
Peaks in reasonable weather, a major goal I
had in mind choosing the route and that was
awesome however we missed out on the very
good views Mangahuka Hut is famous for
rather it was very bleak and miserable there
and bloody cold in a hut with no heating in the
middle of Jan!
All in all it all worked out and we survived to
tell another tale and while it proved quite
challenging and arduous at times a great sense
of knocking it off had us returning home and
very soon dreaming up another adventure.
I made a 30minute video of this trip and you
can check it out by visiting YouTube and
searching for Tararua Crossing. Enjoy.
https://youtu.be/Ci5ziZ4_uTo
We were Roy Rolston and PLB Pete Crosland.

there, we met one of the two hunting parties
who also had access for that week.
The clock struck 5 and Graham skilfully
managed to get his trusty 4WD vehicle up the
farm road to Ruahine Hut. It’s a standard 8
bunk hut, but since the hunting party were
staying there and there was plenty of choice
for campsites, we decided to camp.

The next day we headed off to Shutes Hut. The
track was reasonably well marked and easy to
follow in most places. The terrain is different to
southern Ruahines, more reminiscent of the
Kawekas with lots of regenerating manuka and
kanuka as well as beech forest. The map
showed a steep descent down to Koau stream,
but it turned out to be a nicely gentle zigzag
route. We spent some time looking for Shute’s
headstone down by the stream - eventually
Janet located a rock that was sort of headstone
shaped, and, in the right light, if you squinted
just right, you could imagine letters scratched
on it that might be an H, T and E.

No man’s and beyond
3-9 January 2020
Report: Anne Lawrence
Pics: Martin Lawrence
The North-Western Ruahines was a new area
to Martin and me. The others were familiar
with much of it but were keen to explore areas
they hadn’t been to. In particular, Bruce was
keen to locate Shute’s headstone and a hot
spring – both not evident on recent maps, but
shown on pre-1970s maps.
Access to No Man’s Road area through Big Hill
Station is a complicated affair. However, Janet
had organised access for a week for one
carload of trampers. This led to the five of us
sitting by Big Hill gate waiting for the official
entry time of 5pm on the Friday. While waiting
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Convinced of our success (sort of) we left the
stream and headed up what proved to be a
pretty steep climb to where we were expecting
to find the hot springs. After much searching
and consulting of GPSs along with maps new
and old, finally led to the conclusion that the
track we were following was quite different to
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the track marked on the maps, and therefore
we were well away from the hot spring site…
we decided to leave the springs for another
visit!

I was looking forward to seeing Shutes Hut. It
is a 4 bunk stone hut and although historic
looked to be a pleasant place to spend the
night. However there were two others already
in residence when we got there, so we took a
side trip to camp at a lovely spot on the
Taruarau River just where the track from
Comet Hut crosses the river.

Next day we went back past Shutes, then up
along ridge and a poled route along lovely open
tops with spectacular views of Ruapehu,
Ngauruhoe and Taranaki inland and Cape
Kidnappers to the east. We were lucky with the
weather – there was just enough wind to make
us pleased it was not a windy day!
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Taruarau Biv proved to be a good spot for
lunch, and only involved a small amount of
retracing of steps in order to go down to
Dianes hut, where we spent the night. Dianes
hut proved to be a lovely spot to spend a night
– it’s in a nicely sheltered spot surrounded by
good bush. The next day we climbed up to No
Man’s Road. By this time the wind was building
ever stronger and we opted to beat a retreat
back to Ruahine Hut where we spent the
afternoon and evening. A wise decision as the
radio reported gale force winds, trees toppling,
power cuts in Palmie – we decided that the
winds we heard whistling around the hut were
more than gale force!
The next day dawned calm so we left the hut
and Graham managed to get the trusty vehicle
all the way up the road (called a road, though
in places it was more of a trough) to White Hut.
On the way, we scored a few more high points,
hence the pic of us having a cherry on the top!
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The second tramping party that we hadn’t met
had access to the private land there. And we
had been told we had to have their permission
to cross this… but they were nowhere to be
found. Can’t ask, can’t get permission, so we
decided to keep clear which limited our
options. We decided on a loop down to
Rockslide biv and back over the tops.
Along the way we got points for the club
challenge: Ikawatea high point was en route
and it was just a short side trip to
Tauwharepokoru high point. From Ikawatea
we followed the ‘bulldozer track’ along a
flattish ridge.
Yes, amazingly enough,
someone did bulldoze a track up to the high
point here. This track petered out as we got
further into the bush with the terrain
becoming ever steeper until we hit the Apias
stream. With the low water level, it proved to
be an easy walk down the stream to Rockslide
biv… a walk improved by the sighting of a who
family of four!

we were concerned about driving on the ‘road’
once it was wet. The decision to drive back
down to Ruahine hut proved to be a good one
as the rain did set in for a bit. The next morning
we headed home. On the way we did side trips
for quick visits to Masters shelter and Sentry
Box hut.
Our trip was special for the people (great
company thanks), fantastic views, lovely
forest, interesting tracks and lots of birdlife.
Janet kept note of birds spotted or heard. Our
tally was whio (2 adults, 2 fledglings), grey
warbler, falcon, bellbird, wax eye, greenfinch,
fantail, whitehead, robin, rifleman, long tailed
cuckoo, pipit, skylark, morepork, tui, shining
cuckoo and we heard a kiwi.

Rockslide is a lovely biv. There was room for 4
so Bruce opted to camp on one of the many flat
spots nearby.
This was a fantastic trip. Thanks to Janet for
making it possible and to Graeme for his 4WD
driving skills.
We were Janet Wilson, Graham Peters, Bruce
van Brunt, Martin and Anne Lawrence.

Ruahine Summer: A report in 3
parts by Bruce van Brunt

The next day we followed the pink tape
marking the stoat trapping line up the ridge
behind the biv. Once we got above the
bushline it was mostly easy going, with the
occasional gnarley bit. Aranga hut however is
truly gnarley – none of us put a foot inside. The
hut does have tank water and there are places
to camp.
A little way on from Aranga, there is a track
junction. Bruce headed off to Parks Peak,
where he had arranged to meet Penny in order
to do some other exploring. The rest of us
carried on over some more lovely tops via high
point Ohawai and back to where we had left
the vehicle. By then the rain had started and
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Most of my summer trips have been focused
on the Southern Alps and climbing various
3000m+ peaks. This year, however, I have
been “at home” in the North Island and
enjoying the pleasures of our local hills. Here,
I give but some highlights of trips in January
and February.

Part 1: Northern Ruahines (in search of A.
Shute)
Janet Wilson and Graham Peters secured a
vehicle passage through Big Hill Station at the
beginning of January and invited me along with
Anne and Martin Lawrence. This was a
fantastic opportunity to go to Ruahine hut and
beyond without the hard work. Yes, I had been
here before climbing from Masters’ Shelter or
Herrick’s hut, but now we had the chance of
simply driving up the road.
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We had a great first night at Ruahine hut. We
did not stay in the hut; rather, we camped
nearby and used the water from the hut. The
evening was soft and enjoyable. The next day
we set off for Shute’s hut along a rather stringy
up and down track that was the original farm
access track to Shute’s hut, which was part of
the station back in the 1920’s. I went to the
website “mapspast” and discovered that on
the 1959 and 1969 maps there was a definite
reference to two objects of interest:
1. Shute’s headstone; and
2. Some hot springs.
Armed with vintage maps and a gps we went in
search for these forgotten treasures. I cannot
with any veracity claim to have found either.
Indeed, it seemed that the track deviated from
the map significantly on the Shute’s side of the
Koau Stream. At any rate, we found neither
feature, but convinced ourselves that perhaps
the headstone was near the steam. A big
question was, given all the likely rocks that
could work as a headstone, why did they
import one (if they did) and why did they bring
it out there given the A. Shute died in the bush
in a presumably unknown location?
Nonetheless, it gave us an excuse to explore
the track and region…although many of us had
thrashed this region, none of us had actually
been on this track. It was a treat to complete
this last piece of track on the DoC estate.
After some hours we eventually arrived at
Shute’s hut. The crux of the track is actually at
this hut, where pigs have dug up the nearby
clearing, and DoC have felled the old trees that
Shute planted back in the 1920’s. We had a
short visit at the hut (there were two staying
there for the night) and then proceeded to the
Taruarau river, where I knew from earlier trips
that there was a magnificent campsite. After
what was universally agreed as a very long 1km
we got to the campsite and settled in for a
lovely evening.
The next day we visited Shute’s hut again and
proceeded to Dianne’s hut. This is a lovely
walk (even with the wind we had). I always like
going to Dianne’s hut. We climbed back up to
No-Mans road the next day through some
beautiful beech forests and walked down the
road to Ruahine hut. The wind was horrid in
places and even at Ruahine hut made us think
carefully about where to put things like gaiters,
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socks and boots. It was a good afternoon/night
to be in a hut.
The next day dawned favourably, if a bit wet.
Graham used his expert 4wd skills to get us up
to No Mans hut and beyond. We had
permission to cross this land contingent upon
the hunters in White hut. The high winds of
yesterday and the lacklustre conditions of today meant that these hunters went home
early. We quickly decided to go to Rockslide
hut along the “bull dozed track”. This is not a
common option and we made the best of it. I
still find it remarkable that somebody
bothered to bull doze a track to nearly the
Apias stream starting at Ikawatea peak. It is
easily the fastest and nicest route to Rockslide.
I have been to this biv from Ikawatea forks (2
ways) and from near Aranga hut (2 ways). We
had a great stay at Rockslide biv enjoying the
remoteness of the biv and the incredible
birdlife. Next morning we climbed south up to
a ridge to join the track to Aranga hut (a real
‘hole’), and it is here that I parted company
with Janet, Graham, Martin and Anne for
another adventure.

Part 2: Pohangina Solo
After a few day trips into the Kawekas and
Ruahines I decided that I should go to Leon
Kinvig hut and descend the Pohangina at least
to mid Pohangina hut. My experience of this
river
has
always
been
in
autumn/winter/spring, when the river was
cold and flowing at normal or higher. I have
had my share of frigid nights in these huts: I
wanted to see what these places were like in
the summer with low flow.
At the end of January I decided to go to Leon
Kinvig hut via the Apiti track and then descend
the Pohangina River to mid Pohangina hut.
From there I would ascend Cattle Creek an exit
out the Tamaki River on the east. The bonus
here was that I could also do some useful stoat
trapping work for the RWP. At very short
notice Janet armed me with bait and gas along
with detailed instructions.
Although the weather was dry, there was a lot
of wind. I got over the main range and down
to Leon Kinvig without any drama and
managed to service the A24 traps. The wind
increased through the night, but it was warm
and did not come with any rain. The next day I
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started for mid Pohangina hut with the brief to
check various traps. It was a long day down to
mid Pohangina after checking traps, but it was
also very enjoyable. I stopped briefly at
Ngamoko hut and marveled how lovely the hut
was…way better that mid Poh or LK huts. The
wind was up the entire day and its real effect
was that at times I could not see the depth of
the crossings in the river. Nonetheless, the
river was low, and the really deep pools were
obvious.
I had a windy solo night at mid Pohangina hut.
I have stayed here a few times, but I always felt
the place was somehow deep in a valley and
sheltered. The last time I stayed the night
(some time ago) it was a test of my
marriage…the river was running along the
grass after a very heavy rain and were it not for
the bridge we would have been trapped. A
month later, they removed the bridge despite
numerous entries in the hut book attesting to
how this bridge was instrumental.
This time, I found it difficult to even keep the
windows open in the hut as the wind would
slam them shut. I had a very broken sleep
there. Compared to Ngamoko hut, this hut is
rather plain and small. I got up at first light
and made ready for my trip up Cattle Creek. In
the early light I headed along the posted track
to Cattle Creek. Normally, I have simply gone
down the river from mid Poh and picked up
Cattle Creek, but this time I wanted to service
a trap at the top of this track. In this low light,
however, I quickly lost the track and made my
way up to the ridge (on I think the track). I then
followed my nose and descended a steep but
safe route to the stream. Going up stream
some 50+m I then encountered the track
signage and triangles. I am really glad I lost the
official track here as the posted one is simply a
stupid and slow way to get to the
creek…perhaps it is a better way to get to from
the creek to mid Poh??
I have descended and ascended Cattle Creek a
few times and knew this would be a fun day.
The real unknown was the wind, which howled
down the valley strong enough to knock one
off one’s balance. The little waterfall was
entertaining mostly because it required me to
wade to hip deep water and then ascend some
slippery rocks all the time being showered by
water blowing off the water fall. I felt pretty
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clean and scrubbed after that event. The only
other thing of note was soon after the waterfall
I scrambled up some rapids only to find a very
dead and bloated deer floating near a strategic
log…what did I grab?
So far, I had not seen another person, so it was
surprising when I got to Cattle Creek hut that
somebody else was there. A Canadian named
Tyler was staying there for a day or so (waiting
on the wind). He had evidently been to LK and
mid Poh, but left no record of his visits. He had
no maps of the area and relied on the maps
posted on the hut walls for navigation. We
talked for a while and he told me his plan was
to go to Stanfield hut, ascend to the tops and
follow Takapari Rd to its end past A-Frame hut.
He would then enter the leatherwood and
bash his way to Kiritaki hut (“it looks kind of flat
on the map”). I told him that this might prove
a formidable, time intensive plan. I am anxious
to see how he got on with his endevours and
advised him to consider just going down the
road to Pohangina Valley and picking up the
track later.
I left Cattle Creek hut in the wind and I knew it
would be bad (but short lived) on the ridge
above the hut. After some near “hands and
knees” travel at the top and dodging between
trees I eventually descended down to Stanfield
hut. I had arranged with Penny Abercrombie
to collect me at the Tamaki Road end and she
walked into Stanfield to meet me. We walked
down the river (not that bad these days) and
enjoyed a sunny windless descent to the car.

Part 3: Where did Winston go?
In December a colleague of mine, Winston was
coming down to Palmerston North to a
conference and en route wanted to enjoy
some of the local mountains. He was focused
on going to Rangioteatua having been up the
prominent mountains to the north. I advised
him to go up the Waipawa river, over Waipawa
saddle, and access the peak this way being
perhaps the most efficient route. At any rate,
I later met Winston in PN bearing a number of
battle scars and an epic tale. Evidently, he
eventually made it to Waikamaka hut and then
on to Waklings, Maropea Forks, Top Maropea
and Sunrise huts.
Winston is a very
experienced tramper who has been in the
Ruahines a few times. All of the drama
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occurred between the Waipawa River and the
saddle and it is here that I focus upon.

The Nun’s Veil and Mount Sealy
14 to 18 January 2020
Report and pics by Grant Christian

Just after Waitangi day I decided to ascend the
Waipawa river and go to Waikamaka hut. My
plan was to meet with Jono Astin and his wife
Laura at Waterfall hut, but I never got that far.
Part of my attraction was to see what
happened to Winston in the Waipawa.

After a long period of unsettled weather in the
South Island the outlook for the following
week looked good and I had a call from
Malcolm about heading south to do some
climbing. A plan was made to fly to
Christchurch on 13 January and drive to Mount
Cook Village with the intention of climbing Mt
Sealy or The Nun’s Veil, perhaps both if time
permitted. Bags were packed and we both
squeezed just inside the weight limits, me by
wearing my climbing boots on the plane.

I have been up and down the Waipawa river so
many times that I have lost track. Lately,
however, I have just been down it once some 2
years ago and noted that the upper section had
changed considerably. A number of the
ground tracks that I was so used to using were
overgrown and useless, and the river has so
changed that it is better now to stay in the river
bed. Looking at it now, it really reminds me
more of a glacial moraine.
The track from the top of the river to the
saddle is much the same as in earlier years save
that the actual entrance has been “filled up”
with shingle with the net effect that it is easier
to get onto the track. The negative side to this
is that the big orange marker (obvious even
now if you know where to look) is on a tree that
was a casualty of the shingle. In talking with
Winston, it appears that he missed the track
and continued towards the Three Johns up
what seems to be some of the worst slopes I
have seen in the Ruahines. He gamely
continued upwards until bluffed out and then
sidled to pick up some bush. For those who
have been in this area, you know that this is
some of the most dense, unfriendly, scub in
the Ruahines, peppered liberally with Spaniard
and leatherwood. Somehow Winston got
though this and, exhausted, eventually onto
the track. As I climbed up the track I tried to
spy where he might have gone, but all routes
seemed so awful…my hat off to him. Like
Winston I arrived at Waikamaka hut, tired but
having made complete use of formed tracks
where available. He went on the next day to
Maropea Forks hut; I was content to simply
enjoy Waikamaka hut (and the derelict biv
nearby) and walk out.
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We stayed at Unwin Lodge on Monday night.
Next morning was a relaxed start. We got a
boat across the Tasman Glacier lake then
walked 12 kilometres to our bivvy site via
Gorilla Stream with a height gain of 900
metres. It had been a while since I had carried
a heavy pack with all the climbing and camping
gear and I found it a struggle under the load. I
noticed on the way that my feet were feeling a
bit tender in my stiff climbing boots. We had
been advised to avoid the stream bed and
climb up through the scrubby bush to the
tussock for the first part of the route. This was
probably the hardest part of the trip. Once we
reached the top of the valley we found a nicely
cleared bivvy site next to a big rock. It took
about seven hours to get to this point. I took
off my boots and, as I suspected, had left the
insoles out of my boots, hence the sore soles
on my feet. I put blister pads on the ball of
each foot to help the next day. We set up our
beds, rested and had dinner before heading to
bed in the daylight. It wasn’t dark until after
ten and it was a calm and starry night. It was a
great feeling lying in my bed and staring
straight up at the stars with the mountains
surrounding us.
At 3:45 Malcolm told me it was time to get up.
We packed up our spare gear and covered it
with rocks so that kea couldn’t get at it, had a
cuppa and food. By 4:30 we were on our way,
picking a route through the boulders by
torchlight. We soon reached snow where we
stopped and put on our crampons. From here
it was a steady climb up a steep valley. We
picked a good route and eventually reached a
saddle between Pt 2520 and our objective.
There were great views of Mt Cook and the
Southern Alps from here. We could see the
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crux of our climb quite clearly and it looked like
we could climb it without a rope. Wanting to
minimise our weight we decided we would
leave the rope, anchors and harnesses here.
We climbed slowly up a steep slope, staying
alongside a rock ridge. On gaining a bit more
height and getting level with the steepest slope
we had to traverse we realised just how steep
it was and how exposed it was below. We
continued up to within 100 metres below the
summit and tried to find a path on to the rock
ridge without success. We looked at the
traverse across the steep snow slope and
discussed what to do. My feet were very
painful, particularly when front pointing and I
was not feeling great. Malcolm had had some
cramp on the way up and was also uncertain
about what to do. I thought to climb a slope
like that safely we needed to have everything
just right, not be distracted by other things, so
we agreed the better option was to turn back.
It was about 10:10 at this point. We went back
to the saddle and collected our other gear and
then walked across to a spot where we could
sit and enjoy the views while having more to
eat. Although disappointed at not reaching the
top I was happy that we had at least got this far
and enjoyed a challenging climb with great
views on a great day.

Camp near Mueller Hut
We were back at our bivvy by noon and stayed
there until the next morning. We departed
early and arrived back at the lake shortly after
10 a.m. Unfortunately, despite an earlier call
to the boat operators, they did not notice our
presence. It wasn’t until a kayaker on the lake
returned to shore and told them we were there
that they came and collected us. We returned
to Unwin Lodge and cleaned up, packed more
food and left for Mueller Hut about 4 p.m. The
seemingly endless steps on the way to Mueller
Hut, 1,000 metres above and the still warm day
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tested our resolve but we eventually reached
Mueller Hut around 7:30. We found another
good bivvy site in the region of the hut.
Friday morning we were away by 4:30 a.m.
again. The walk of several kilometres to Mt.
Sealy was made more difficult by the many
rock fields we had to cross. The conditions for
cramponing on the snow were good but
crossing rock in crampons is never much fun.
After a few hours we climbed the saddle that
leads to the south side of Sealy. We had a
break and contemplated the steep snow slope
leading to the top, some 200 metres above.
After our break we headed off for the final
stage without our packs.

Malcolm on top of Mt Sealy
This slope was the most difficult and we took
several breaks from the strain of front
pointing. Once we got to the top of the snow
slope we were back on rock. There were slings
there indicating that others had abseiled back
down. No chance of that for us as we hadn’t
brought the rope. The next challenge was a
steep rock climb. We carried on carefully,
thinking about the need to down climb this
section. At the top of the rock were more
abandoned slings. Makes sense, I thought, as I
looked back down what we had just climbed.
From here we could see the top. We had left
our crampons and ice axes below the final rock
section so were very careful crossing a short
section of snow that lead to the summit. We
took in the views from the summit and enjoyed
the moment.
The next challenge was climbing back down
safely. I was nervous heading down but we
were soon through the rock section and
putting our crampons back on for the steep
snow section. We climbed steadily down the
snow slope which, as is often the case, looked
much shorter than it was when heading down.
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getting up a sweat again. Once at the top of the
near peak we realised Ollivier was further
along the ridge. Oh well, can’t turn back now.
Next morning our downhill trip was much
quicker and we were back at the car by 8:15.
Plenty of time to shower at Unwin Lodge and
have a cooked second breakfast at Tekapo
before heading back to Christchurch.
We were Grant Christian & Malcolm Leary
Crux of The Nun’s Veil
I was thankful when we had reached flat
ground. From here we had the long walk back
to our camp through snow that was quite soft.
We had brought snowshoes to help on the soft
snow and we put these on once we had got
down from the saddle. The snowshoes were
helpful on flat ground but I found them quite
difficult to use when sidling, which we had to
do most of the way back to our camp. They
also needed to be removed when crossing rock
so I decided it was easier to leave them off. We
arrived back at camp at 3:40. We spent the rest
of the afternoon at Mueller Hut talking to hut
visitors and a couple of younger climbers
looking for somewhere to go. We suggested
Nun’s Veil to the climbers. One of them had
attempted it before and they thought this was
a good opportunity so headed away to attempt
it. We were also entertained by numerous
calvings of ice off the glacier below Mt Sefton.
Usually you would hear the thunder like roar
and look across to see the ice crashing down
the slopes.

Malcolm near top of Nun’s Veil
After dinner I suggested to Malcolm we climb
the nearby Mt Ollivier. It looked close but I
wondered why I had suggested it when I
realised how tired my legs were and I was soon
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Out and about over summer
Report and pics by Kathy Corner
Now Jon and I are working part time we have
been away on lots of trips mainly kayaking
while the weather is hot.
Firstly, we were in Nelson over Christmas
visiting family but managed to get away for one
night staying at Mt Arthur Hut in Kahuranghi
and climbing Mt Arthur on New Year’s Eve
awesome views from the summit.

No. 2 trip was in Rotorua Matamata region. I
visited a friend and we did lots of short walks
all of which I had never done before (except
the Blue lake walk). I can highly recommend
the walk to the North Island’s highest
waterfall, Wairere Falls - only a 45minute
climb. Also walked to the Blue Spring near
Putaruru where 60% of our bottled water
comes from. Another 2hour walk was from the
Arapu dam on the Waikato River Trail beautiful
views of the river en route.
Kayaking down the Whanganui river from
Pipiriki was a highlight. Jon and I spent 3 days
doing this. We hitchhiked each day to get back
to our kayaks - a great way to get to know the
locals on the River Rd. Very quiet campsites
and very laid back and friendly part of the
country.
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Our next adventure was kayaking to the Maori
carvings on Lake Taupo one day and the next
day we loaded our kayaks with a tent and food
and kayaked from Kinloch to Kawakawa Bay.
We thought the DOC campsite would not be
busy given the only way to get to it is by boat,
bike or walk… But it was full of climbers! As we
kayaked round the headland with a strong
following wind and big swells, we could see all
these climbers perched on the side of the
cliffs!

Thoughts of a Solo Tramper
Report: Grant Christian
15 February 2020
The plan germinates. The leaders for club
points are getting away from me and I need to
keep up my fitness. Better get out for a walk in
the next day or two. Somewhere I haven’t
been, more interesting and I can add some new
huts to the hut bagging website. Somewhere I
can do a loop but just a day trip, can’t be
bothered with an overnight pack, light & fast.
And not too far away from home.
After studying the maps. Nowhere in the
Tararuas fits the bill but maybe from Longview
Hut I could go south and visit Top Gorge Hut. I
think there was something about some club
members cutting a new track down to there
recently. From there I can go back up to the
ridge then go to Makaretu, on to Happy Daze
and out via Awatere. Looks like an easy
enough day trip. Forecast for Saturday looks
good, no wind. I’ll go then. Better get up early
to allow plenty of daylight.

I mustn’t forget our 4 days camping at
Mangaweka where 13 of us camped and took
it in turns to kayak down the Rangitikei to the
next bridge. We had 2 kayaks and a double, so
everyone got one or 2 goes. As you can see, we
have really being making the most of the
summer!

4 snack bars, nuts, 2 cheese & marmite
sandwiches, large date scone, biscuits. That
should be enough with some left for
emergencies. Hydration tablets for my water
because it’ll probably be hot.
4:30 a.m. I’ll lie here a bit longer. 10 to 5, may
as well get up. 5:15 and I’m away already. Now
I’m over the Saddle Road, where is it I need to
go to, better check the topo map & google. Oh,
it’s further than I remembered.
7:30 and I’m away. Took longer than expected
but still plenty of time. Must be about 600m
climb to Longview Hut. Should take about an
hour but I must be careful not to go too fast
and wear myself out. Shame about all the
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cloud covering the hills but I suppose it will
clear. I remember years ago when I carried
Anna up the higher part of this track because
the long wet grass was over her head due to
the deep ruts. I think I must be nearing the top
of the ridge. Can’t be far now. There’s the hut.
Nobody about. I’ll have some food and a drink
and fill up my water bottle. What’s this, the
water should be boiled. Wonder if it’s any
different to water where they say you may
want to boil it. Better not risk it, I guess. At
least I’ve got half a litre and it shouldn’t be too
far to Top Gorge. Still cloudy so not too hot
either.

getting close to the river. There’s the hut
across the other side. Time for another cheese
sandwich. Lots of familiar names in the hut
book again. Elly Arnst & family were the last
visitors. Her kids have done well coming in
here.

Is that Rocky Knob in the mist there? I better
check the map. No, it’s further along and will
be on my left. Not far ahead but I still can’t see
it. That will be it there. Looks a bit scrubby up
this side. I’ll carry on past and see if there is a
better route. That looks better, no scrub at all.
There’s a track here. Other people have
obviously been visiting the high point. Now I
need to look out for the sign that says do not
follow the biodiversity line markers. Hope I
don’t miss it. This is a really good track along
the tops here, it would be good for running.
There’s a sign on that trap. That’s what I’m
looking for. Where does the track go through
this scrubby stuff? It must be through here
somewhere. Pink tape, I’m on the track. Now
I’m in the bush the track is really obvious.
There’s the hut. Only 30 minutes to get down
here. Nice spot. Time for my scone and a big
drink. Water tanks empty, I’ll go down to the
stream. 35 minutes back to the main track.
That was an easy enough side trip.

There’s the track to Happy Daze, that must be
the north branch to the left where I go to
Awatere. Sign says 15 minutes to Happy Daze.
I didn’t expect a track, thought it went down
the river. Which way does it go across this
clearing? It must be higher up. There’s the
track. I see why the comments about Happy
Daze are not the best. It’s quite rustic. Another
one to check off.

Now for the river travel, always a bit slower
and more tiring. Not much water in the river.
I’m thankful now that there is still heavy cloud
cover. Keeping it a lot cooler. I wonder if I can
get all the way without getting wet feet. I like
these light boots but the soles are very soft and
I can feel a lot of the rocks through them.

It’s a few kilometres to Awatere but shouldn’t
take too long. Getting tired. I need to stop and
have a drink soon, just a bit longer. That’s a
good spot. There’s a track on those hills up
ahead. That must be the track back to the car
park. Awatere must be down the bottom. Not
far. I still need to have that water stop before
the last bit to Awatere. There’s the hut. Gear
for two people staying here but no one around.
Take another photo for the record.
The last stretch. Shouldn’t take long to climb
up here and then an easy walk back to the car
park. It’s a bit hotter going up here, glad it’s still
cloudy. Nice easy trail along the tops. There’s
a couple of people. First I’ve seen all day. I’ll
soon be back at the car.
Back at last. Can’t wait to take off these boots
and have a long cool drink. Just about 4 p.m.
Eight and a half hours for the circuit. Close to
my estimate.
What a great day, four new huts, one new high
point and a good amount of exercise.

Here’s the turn off to Makaretu. 1½ hours to
the hut, maybe under an hour then. Must be
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Get out and about with us!

Find us on facebook
https://tinyurl.com/pntmcfacebook

And more….
•

Send to Anne Lawrence,
the newsletter editor, via the club website
http://www.pntmc.org.nz/mail/.

What we did over summer
•

328 4761
357 1695
329 4722
356 1998
358 6894
357 1695
356 1998
021 117 6921
357 1695
329 4722
357 1695
027 450 9460
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•

•

Club Challenge update
•

What's inside this month?
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